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Control System Design Guide, Third Edition: Using Your Computer to Understand and Diagnose Feedback ControllersAcademic Press, 2004
"No matter how much you think you may know about the subject, there is something everyone can learn from this book. This book is control systems A-Z, and is the best book I have seen on the subject."
- Dave Trapasso, Senior Project Engineer, Delphi Automotive Systems

"I enjoyed reading this book. Although I have some...
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Pro Oracle SQL (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2010

	Pro Oracle SQL unlocks the power of SQL in the Oracle Database—one of the most potent SQL implementations on the market today. To master it requires a three-pronged approach: learn the language features, learn the supporting features that Oracle provides to help use the language effectively, and learn to think and work in...
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Sacroiliac Joint Disorder: Accurately Diagnosing Low Back PainSpringer, 2018

	This book focuses on low back pain, comprehensively covering the concept, etiology, diagnosis and treatment for those types of pain specifically caused by sacroiliac joint dysfunction. Particular attention is given to understanding the pathology, diagnostic techniques and useful methods for successfully treating patients. Sacroiliac joint pain,...
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Pro SharePoint Disaster Recovery and High AvailabilityApress, 2013

	Few IT professionals take the time to learn what needs to be known to do disaster recovery well. Most labor under the pretense that good administration equals close to five-nines uptime. Most technical people do not see the value of planning for disasters until the unexpected has already happened, and the effects of a disaster involving a...
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The Manager's Guide to Performance ReviewsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Techniques for Making Performance Reviews Productive and Positive--for Both Employees and Managers

For both managers and employees, performance reviews are too often viewed as "necessary evils"--an obligatory but onerous activity that no one likes. But it doesn't have to be that way. Manager's...
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Using R for Data Analysis in Social SciencesOxford University Press, 2018

	Statistical analysis is common in the social sciences, and among the more popular programs is R. This book provides a foundation for undergraduate and graduate students in the social sciences on how to use R to manage, visualize, and analyze data. The focus is on how to address substantive questions with data analysis and replicate...
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Expert Oracle SQL: Optimization, Deployment, and StatisticsApress, 2014

	Expert Oracle SQL: Optimization, Deployment, and Statistics is about optimizing individual SQL statements, especially on production database systems. This Oracle-specific book begins by assuming you have already identified a particular SQL statement and are considering taking steps to improve its performance. The book...
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Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007 R2 Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2009

	
		In-depth, comprehensive, and fully revised for R2—this RESOURCE KIT delivers the information you need to deploy, manage, and troubleshoot Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007 R2. Get technical insights, scenarios, and best practices from those who know the technology best—the engineers who designed and developed...
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Expert C# 5.0: with the .NET 4.5 Framework (Expert Apress)Apress, 2012

	Expert C# 5.0 is a book about getting the best from C#. It’s based on the principle that to write good, high-performance, robust applications you need to understand whats going on deep under the hood. If you are already experienced with writing managed applications and want to learn more about how to get the best from the ...
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Microsoft  Windows  XP Professional Resource Kit, Third EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
Definitive resources and tools—now updated for Windows XP Service Pack 2.Install, configure, and support Windows XP Professional with definitive technical guidance from the Microsoft Windows team and two industry veterans. This official RESOURCE KIT has been fully updated and revised—with coverage of...
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Oracle JRockit: The Definitive GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Oracle JRockit is one of the industry's highest performing Java Virtual Machines. Java developers are always on the lookout for better ways to analyze application behavior and gain performance. As we all know, this is not as easy as it looks. Welcome to JRockit: The Definitive Guide.


	This book helps you gain in-depth knowledge...
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Network Troubleshooting Tools (O'Reilly System Administration)O'Reilly, 2001
Network Troubleshooting Tools helps you sort through the thousands of tools that
have been developed for debugging TCP/IP networks and choose the ones that are
best for your needs. It also shows you how to approach network troubleshooting using
these tools, how to document your network so you know how it behaves under normal...
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